
ALL YOU EVER WANTED TO KNOW ABOUT SEXYLOOPS® 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 Sexyloops pioneers a change, capturing instructors, guides, casters, fly flingers, fly tyers, from all around 
the world.  Sexyloops is the New Breed, making fly fishing SEXY. 
 
 

“Where else am I going to go to learn things I didn't know about fly casting? I know of nowhere 
else that so many talented casters get together to discuss casting and gear.” 

        Bruce Richards, Scientific Anglers 
 
 
 
Seven days a week, 365 days a year, at over 5000 pages, the world’s largest most-comprehensive collection 
of fly fishing information, providing unparalleled fly fishing and fly casting instruction, going 
so far as change the understanding of  fly casting; all the major fly fishing magazines, websites and 
instructors’ associations read and follow Sexyloops.  
 
 

"What I like best about Sexyloops is that it's a professional forum for hard core fly casters and 
anglers.  You can always count on it for sound information, interesting opinions and a lot of fun 
besides.  When I want to know what the world is thinking about a given issue within performance 
casting, Sexyloops is always the first place I turn." 
                                                  Marc Bale, Vice President Marketing and Sales, Sage Manufacturing 
 

  
Occasionally off the wall, always ready to take risks and completely independent, with both its world-wide 
contributor base as well as its world-wide audience, you will not find a more international fly fishing 
publication.  Sexyloops is THE place to launch new products with both its sophisticated and dedicated fly 
fishing readership and its younger target audience. Many of the Sexyloops audience are unique to 
Sexyloops, having grown bored with magazines and magazine-style websites, who have failed to realise 
that the Internet is a completely different medium to print. 
 
 

“The internet is not about static information, it’s about the forming of knowledge.” 
        Paul Arden, Mr Sexyloops 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
In a world full of imitations it’s the attractor that leads the way. 



Why our readers visit Sexyloops? 
 
“For the unfettered blatantly honest expert opinions subjected to the brutal scrutiny of, arguably , the most 
intensely knowledgeable readership in all of fly fishing. Sexyloops has it all.” 

Gary Eaton, FFF CI 
 

“A minefield of information, completely out of left field!” 
Lionel, New Zealand 

 
“ because I like the international flyfishing aspect; the site has a raw sophistication and supremacy; more 
content and articles and a lot more interesting debates than any other site” 

Glenda, Australia 
 
“to hang about the edges of the most interesting ongoing discussion, carried on by the most knowledgeable 
proponents, of the most enjoyable pastime there is.” 

Tony Anjill 
 
“The unique perspectives of the posters on the Board, and of course the FP'ers, OK and the snapcast, have 
a tendency to make me go 'hmmmmm' sometimes after I snort my coffee, and a belly laugh, and often, a 
what in the heck, let me dig up my dictionary/physics translator.... This is the first site I go to on the 
Internet, and I am frequently back here during the course of the day to check on what has changed.” 

Tina, Canada 
 
 
“the humour, seriousness and all the helpful knowledge generously conveyed on the forum.” 

Walden 
 
“It’s brilliant and nothing else comes close. If Carlsberg produced a fly fishing website it would probably 
look like Sexyloops.” 

Graham Burns, UK 
 
“Can’t beat the mixing of intellect with an irreverent take on many of the important things in life! Kinda 
like an exclusive safari club visit, without the smell of cigars and tweed affectation!” 

Rocketroy USA 
 

“I found Sexyloops... and everything about fly casting, and fishing has changed for me. After days of 
reading the articles here, lurking on the board and the occasional fumbling question I have learned to fly 
cast, and actually throw really good loops, really far. The way the fly cast is presented, and taught here is, 
to me, the most important. The encouragement to find your own cast, practice, games and humor make this 
the BEST site on the internet and the BEST instruction by far.” 

Fethachucker USA 
 

“the only unwritten rules seem to be respect and enjoy the adventure. Flyfishing is just the glue that holds 
it together. I come here to catch the sparks off others enjoying the adventure. Its an inspiration.” 

Steve, Australia 
 

“I guess the reason that I keep coming back to this site is to read about the adventure and for the feeling 
that I can take a small part in an adventure if I want. Paul is stuck in Canada right now and for him it may 
be a pain in the ass but I for one would love to be in those shoes and feel that many others probably feel the 
same way.” 

Will, USA 
 

“And of course the most obvious reason is that it is fun.” 
Mark Adamson, New Zealand 

 



 
A small taste of the 5000+ pages that is Sexyloops.com 

 

 
 

Flycasting 
 

The Fly Casting Manual is a Sexyloops foundation. The most definitive collection of flycasting tips and 
advice in the world. It's free, it's up to date, it's in English and, that other great flycasting language, Spanish, 
you can even print it out and take it fishing with you. The “Dirty Harry” series delivers movies, animated 
gifs and the Arden "flip-flop" flycasting style. In this area not only are we leading the way but we are the 
only people doing this. This is the start of multimedia.  
"There are no footsteps anymore... only dust" - Dirty Harry said that.  
 
 

 
 

 
Carlos Azpilicueta 

 
Carlos is a masterful presentation 
flycaster, co-ordinator of the CNL (which 
is the Spanish flycasting instructors 
association) and undisputedly one of the 
world's best. With a completely unique 
approach to teaching, his section delivers 
flycasting excercises, practical casting 
games [which are revolutionising 
flycasting instruction] and thought-

provoking articles. This is one of the very best sections on 
Sexyloops. And it's also in Spanish; the home of the Tortuga.  
 
 
 

The Experience 
 
 The beginners learning section starts out teaching Karen to flycast 
and fish from scratch, her lessons in Australia as they happened. 
Another Sexyloops first! Using her lessons we simultaneously teach 
Steve to cast via email. Many new fly fishers have learned and 
continue to learn by reading this section. 
"Nothing makes sense any more - all I have left is feathers" 
 



The Fly 
 "Whipfinger" Ben Spinks leads us ever 
deeper into the mysterious world of fluff 
and feathers. With his James Bond 
instruments, Ben will teach you how to 
tie flies from a position of total 
ignorance (yours not Ben's; Ben's not 
ignorant, he's insane).  A section full of 
great one-liners and some thought 

provoking activities - mainly involving the Finnish Whipping 
Tool. Ben is best known for gluing zonker strips to his friend's 
eyebrows.  
 
 
 
Fishmail 
Sexyloops regular columnist Sean "Six-Pound" Geer wrote for us 
every Sunday but we had to change that when God complained. 
Sean is quite simply one of the best writers around, he writes 
"proper" stuff as well; for the Economist and various magazines. 
In fact he may even be famous – or at least that's what he tells the 
ladies. True he's no vicar - he invented “tinselling”.  
 
AND MUCH, MUCH MORE..!! 
 
 
 

The “Snapcast” 
Since the Front Page has become the domain of regular contributors, keeping Sexyloops both personable 
and fresh, the Sexyloops newsletter, Snapcast, has rapidly become a fly fishing e-zine, used to launch new 
articles and product reviews for the main site from contributors and tackle experts around the globe. 
Currently a monthly publication, Snapcast is rapidly building a large subscriber base for what must be one 
of the most informed and interesting fly fishing mail-outs available.  Regular competitions with prizes from 
the Sexyloops advertisers helps to make Snapcast a not-to-be-missed Sexyloops’ feature.  
 
 
 
 

The Board 
Often cited as “the hub”, Sexyloops hosts discussions from the most sophisticated group of fly fishermen 
around the globe. A board full of International fly casting and fly fishing instructors, tackle manufacturers, 
engineers, doctors, fishing writers, fly tying demonstrators and fishing guides from South Africa, USA, 
Europe, Australia and New Zealand. There is no other board which comes even remotely close in stature. 
Unique to a community with such a high level of expertise, the Sexyloops board is an enjoyable, 
fascinating and often wickedly funny place to “hang  out”. And unlike all other fly fishing discussion 
boards the Sexyloops’ Board is free of all marketing. That’s been a decision from day one because Paul 
believes that both friendships and knowledge are beyond price. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



The Damned  
Front Page Team: 

 
Paul Arden [Mr Sexyloops] Paul Arden, owner of Sexyloops. FFF 
Master Instructor, CNL Master Instructor, APGAI Instructor, an 
instructor who teaches instructors, International platform demonstrator, 
competition flycaster and Sexyloops’ editor. One of the world’s most 
exciting and best 
known flycasters, who 
fishes well over 300 
days/year, fishing half 
the year in New 
Zealand and the other 
half in North America, 
living out of a truck 
delivering new content 

right from the river bank. Paul’s been travelling for the 
last thirteen years chasing fish, women and hmmm, what 
else is there? Oh, and he’s also discovered 
Enlightenment. 
 

Magnus Angus [Magnum] From the north east of Scotland, Magnus 
started fly-fishing when cane rods were State-of-the-rod. His passport 
would say freelance photographer/writer if it said anything at all. 
Sometime 
commercial fly-tyer, 
academic, tackle 
agent, manufacturer 
of fly-tying tying 
materials. Magnus 
has acted as a 
consultant to several 
UK tackle retailers, 
several of whom are 

still in business. A regular contributor to a leading UK 
fly-fishing magazine, Magnus writes about tackle, fishing 
and fly-tying. His travel articles on fishing in Mongolia and Canada, led to him being short-listed for 
Scottish Consumer Magazine Writer of the Year – he didn’t win! 
 

Carlos Azpilicueta  Carlos is the Spanish 
connection in Sexyloops. His section of 
games, articles and special casts, always in 
two languages, has kept him pretty busy 
for the last four years. Translating the 
Sexyloops casting manual into Spanish 
and opening this immense source of 
knowledge to the Spanish-speaking world 
has been a very rewarding experience. 
Carlos is responsible for the fly fishing 
section in Jara y Sedal, a fishing 
periodical publication with the largest print 

run in Spain and he is coordinator and one of the founder members of 
the CNL - a committee that was created in 2001 by Mel Krieger with 
similar characteristics to the FFF that regulates, examines and promotes 
the instruction of fly-casters in Spain.  



Lars Chr. Bentson [Viking Lars] Hailing from the ancient, 
hallowed land of Vikings, Denmark, Lars, in real life, holds an 
academic degree in Medieval Archaeology. With fantastic 
powers of the mind, Lars has been able to concentrate long 
enough to become a bit of an expert on Scandinavian saltwater 
flyfishing, which any regular visitor to Sexyloops knows is a 
trick of the mind. Flycasting has long been an obsession and Lars 
is an FFF-CI and serves on the Board of the Federation of 
Flyfishers Denmark. As a semi-professional flytyer Lars has tied 
all sorts of flies, but enjoys most the tying of trout flies and saltwater flies. Lars has written for Sexyloops 
for many years and also contributes to several Danish fishing magazines. Lars suffers from a recurring bag 
fetish. 
 

Ben Spinks [Whipfinger] 
Enigmatic guy looking for a serious 
relationship only. I’m not interested in 
Casual acquaintances or more friends. I 
want to meet a woman who’s interested 
in a real, short-term relationship and all 
the thrills that go with that – holiday, 
romance, and fun of course. I’m rent-free 
so if you’re interested in a long-term 
thing, let’s go for dinner and see if there’s some magic between us. FUCK!!! 
Wrong profile!! 
 

Eric Wonhof  The twisted result of an ill-
conceived experiment to turn a beginner into 
a trout god, Eric lurks in a sun-bleached 
corner of the West US stalking mountain 
rainbows and goldens in the Sierra Nevada 
and Lahontan cutts in the strange rain-
shadowed desert just to the east. 
Volunteering his human parts, only his 
computer and mechanical designer bits 
remain in a Frankensteinian mix with the 
globally-tainted fusion of Sexyloops  tying 

and fishing techniques. With odd diagrams, animations, simulations, and 
experiments of his own, he writes the Saturday page. 
 

Bob Wyatt Bob started fly fishing in the fifties, on the freestone streams of Alberta 
and British Columbia, and he’s been tying flies since his early teens.  Bob is a regular 
writer for Fly Fishing and Fly Tying (UK),  FlyLife (Australia and NZ), and his 
articles appear in several other fly fishing magazines in the States and Canada.  His 
recent book, Trout Hunting – The Pursuit of 
Happiness has fuelled some lively discussions and 
not a few verbal punch-ups, primarily due to his 
take on fish intelligence and fly tying. Bob lives 
and works as an artist and art lecturer in Scotland, 
but fishes wherever he can and allocates a 
disproportionate amount of time and the bulk of 
his income on travelling to Australia, western 

Canada and the South Island of New Zealand, where he maintains a 
reclaimed Boy Scout hall as a trout fishing bolt hole.  This, of course, 
has ruined any chance of anything like a normal domestic relationship or 
a decent old age.  



Matt Klara  Matt was introduced to fly fishing by his parents at a 
very young age and began his fishing career on the banks of 
Montana’s Madison River over 22 years ago. He spent many 
summers fishing and guiding 
anglers throughout Montana and 
Yellowstone National Park while 
he earned degrees in civil and 
mechanical engineering.  Matt 
currently resides in sunny 
Portland, Oregon where he holds 

a job specializing in stream and river restoration.  He maintains his 
Montana ties as a consultant, advisor, and writer for the West 
Yellowstone Fly Shop.  He is an observant and innovative angler and 
fly tier, and has pursued over 50 different species of fish with a fly in 
both fresh and salt water. A self professed bull trout specialist with 
hairy legs and a unique, open-mouthed casting style, Matt is a recent 
addition to the Sexyloops team.   
 

 
Saltwater Forum Moderator 

 
Peter Morse [Morsie]  Peter has travelled 
extensively throughout the South Pacific as a 
fisherman, travel writer, and photographer.  He is 
best known in Australia for his prime time 
television show Wildfish, a 26 part fishing and 
travel series and The Fishing DVD Magazine. 
Morsie also presents instructional DVD's to help 
beginners and even advanced fly fishermen. He is 
the field editor for Flyangler magazine and is a 
regular contributor to Flylife and Fishing Wild 
magazines, and a number of other publications. He 
has written two books, The Fundamentals of 
Saltwater Fly Fishing, and The Wildfish Book of the 

television series. A passionate fly fisherman who fishes for anything, Morsie 
does not like distinctions between species based on any sort of elitism - he considers all fish to be special in 
some way. Peter is a member of Team Sage and against all good judgement is a moderator on the 
Sexyloops saltwater forum.  
 

Featured Regular Writer 
 
Sean Geer [Six-pound Sean] Sean is a 
writer, journalist and retired seahorse 
conservationist. Obsessed with fish from 
an early age, he spent his teenage years 
breeding maggots and sifting through 
pondweed while everyone else was out 
chasing girls and drinking beer. Sean was 
one of Sexyloops' first contributors, and 
has written the Fishmail column since 
2001. When not thinking about seal's fur 
he writes about everything from flyfishing 
and wildlife to technology and business, 
and still finds time to run a successful 

media consultancy. Seahorses no longer figure prominently in his working life. 
 



 
Advertising 

 
Jackie McKendry [Jax] Jackie, based in the East of Scotland, has been with the UK's leading game 
angling title, Fly-Fishing and Fly-Tying, for over ten years, and has welcomed the opportunity to include 
the Sexyloops website advertising within her remit. Describing herself as a willing-but-irregular flyfisher, 
she considers herself a challenge to the patience of flycasting instructors and well remembers her first fish, 
caught a number of years ago with Magnus as her instructor.  Having moved from Perthshire, she no longer 
has easy access to the River Tay, where she learned to fish, so nowadays her fishing forays are dependant 
 on her husband and son agreeing to include her in their fishing trips, which they're not always keen to do, 
for reasons which are unclear to her...  
Prior to her involvement with advertising, Jackie worked in hotel management and in training and 
development roles. 
 
 
Moving on… 

The DVDs 
 
Sexyloops has produced two DVDs which are unlike any other fly fishing 
DVD. Roughly cut and unashamedly produced from the back of the car, 
while on the road, they break new territory. Especially aimed at the non-
flyfishing audience as well as the hardcore enthusiasts, they reveal in no 
uncertain terms the drive behind Sexyloops.  
 
The Instructor features some of the best fly casting you will ever see and 
follows a Frenchman’s fishing travels across New Zealand as he couples up 
with Mr Sexyloops (who eventually throws 
him in the river after casting a tailing loop).   
 
Enlightenment is in fact a film about the 
quest for Enlightenment. Paul finds 

Enlightenment through meditation on top of a mountain - Sexyloops is his 
Enlightenment - while Ronan (one of Paul’s friends) finds Enlightenment 
through anger after missing the big fish and going on a rampage breaking 
up various sets.  
 
The third DVD to be released later this year is called “The Revolution 
Against God - it’s a love story”.  
 
 
 

The Future 
 
2007 sees the launch of  Sexyloops schools in New Zealand, Europe and USA. Teaching a common 
programme involving some of the world’s best instructors. 
 
Sexyloops is a trademarked brand, and will be used to provide instructional tools for training as well as  
producing fly tackle products for serious fly fishermen. 
 
 

It’s all happening... 
 
 

 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  

 
 

For advertising enquiries please contact jackie@sexyloops.com  
All media relations please contact press@sexyloops.com 

 
 
 
 
 

www.sexyloops.com  
 
 

we are sexy. 
 


